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Introduction.

Since the decree of March 1999, each employer of the French nuclear industry must
set an operational dosimetry in its company. The method is based on electronic
dosimeters equipped with alarms and worn by all the employees. The dosimeters are
linked to a computer network.

The operational dosimetry is recommended :

> to optimize the protection of workers and limit the doses received.

> to respect the principle of equity between the workers.

> to preserve a "margin of dose" in case of any unexpected event.

The CEA executives have decided to use the EURISYS MESURES' DOSICARD as
an operational and complementary dosimetry tool.

Introducing briefly the DOSICARD system.

The DOSICARD system is an X and y dosimetry system relying on individual
electronic badge associated with a computer network to manage the data. This
badge is worn on the chest as the legal passive dosimeter.

The range of energy detected is between 50keV and 2MeV. The measure is realized
by a silicium diode. The badge measures in real time the dose (a profound equivalent
of dose Hp under 10mm of tissue equivalent), and the instantaneous flow of dose.

It also warns its wearer by a visual and sonic alarm if an overtaking dose has been
detected.
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The badge accumulates and stores the last 90 day cumulated doses and can give
the cumulated dose taken in all the legal reference periods (1 month, 3 months, 1
year, 5 years). This direct access allows to have an autonomic management of the
history of doses. The badge also stores the identity of the wearer.

The next photograph shows a DOSICARD with various explanations :

offer's Name
1

Here are the buttons
allowing to access the

various menus.

This is the screen
where you can read

the information
displayed by the

DOSICARD

f

The worker's name is
written here.

This is where the
silicium chip is located

(under its tissue
equivalent)

A photograph of the
wearer can be fixed here

This is the location of the
warning diode.

All the data stored in the DOSICARD badge are transferable to the main database by
a badge reader using an Infra Red link.
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We can resume all the specifications of the DOSICARD badge in the next chart:

Detection

Energy Response

Detector Type

Range of measure

Memory

Communication

Alimentation

Thresholds

X, Y Photons and high energy (3
particle

From 50 keV to 2 MeV

Silicium Diode

Equivalent dose
Equivalent dose flow

Unvolatile (EEPROM)

Optical Interface

Lithium battery

Dose
Flow of dose
Daily Dose
Monthly accumulated dose
3 months accumulated dose

Profound dose Hp(10)

Margin of error ± 30%

Energy compensated

From 1 (iSv to 1 Sv
from 1 |iSv/h to 1 Sv/h

10 years of life

Infra-red

3 volts

The badge is planned to function in this way in a nuclear center equipped with a
network communication and a computer management system.

The particularity of the system is to use a couple of badge readers at the enter and
exit of every controlled zone.

These badge are all linked to a main server which manages all the data and history
of the events.

The use of a badge reader when the worker enters then exits of a radioactive zone,
defines a work-time in this zone. During this time, the wearer had received an dose
integrated by the DOSICARD which is transmitted to the main server by the network.

The software uses the data obtained from the badges by the badges reader to
manage the operational dosimetry. It allows to realize both a dosimetric follow and
control of all the workers working in a controlled zone.
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Structure of the network.

To comply all this, the system needs a specific hardware architecture using all the
following elements :

> Some DOSICARD badges.

> One or more Badge readers and writers with bi-directional infra red links for
the attribution of the badges.

> One or more computers (PC type) for the exploitation, the zone access control
and the managing of the parameters of the system.

> A main server containing the data.

> Several enter/exit badge readers (this number depends on the numbers of the
controlled zones).

> Several auto commutating boxes (this number depends on the number of the
enter/exit badge readers) to allow the communication between the badge
readers and the main server.

The correct configuration of the DOSICARD network is resumed in this figure :

Main equipment

Server
Database DOSICARD J,

attribution Termina

controlled
zone terminal!/*

Exploitation termina

4uto-comm utatoj-—*—-

INB equipment

INB : (Installation Nucleaire de Base) Base Nuclear Installation.
BR: Badge reader
BRC : Badge reader and configurer.
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Threshold managing.

The DOSICARD badge has three alarms on the current dose and on the flow of
dose. The values of these thresholds are uploaded to the DOSICARD badge by the
enter badge reader at the entry of a controlled zone.

In a general way only the threshold on the zone is uploaded, the others values were
uploaded when the DOSICARD was given to its wearer. All these thresholds are
linked to a overtaking dose alarm and can also result to an interdiction of entry in a
zone (it is read on the badge reader screen).

Organization of the system as it should be deployed in a nuclear study center.

In a nuclear study center, at least a couple of badge readers (at the enter and exit)
should be deployed in any installation of this center.

But as all the facilities can't be equipped at the same time in all a center, all the
employees of the center and of the exterior companies working in the site can't be
followed in their operational dosimetry at the beginning of the deployment in a center.

A special deployment should be used to palliate this problem.

All the network necessary should use the existing network but a separate server in
order to keep a quite good response time.

In a normal way the DOSICARD is supposed to be started at the entry of a zone and
powered down at the exit. But in the case of a center not yet fully equipped with the
DOSICARD hardware and network, the correct solution in a first time would be to put
the badges always in function. This will allow the DOSICARD to register all the doses
taken in each zone of the center.

When entering in a zone where the DOSICARD hardware is already installed a new
work time will be created after the closure of the previous one when the intervention
code is typed on the badge reader. This needs to put a badge reader in a central
zone frequented by a great part of the workers to create a whole center work time.
Then when the center is fully equipped a normal functioning of the DOSICARD
badge can be used.

The structure of the DOSICARD equipment used in a center will require the hardware
cited before. In every facility the executives will have to define which zones of the
installation will have to be covered by the DOSICARD system and then which
workers will have to wear the badges. Some possibilities of restricted access can
also be added to the system, every executives will only have to define their needs.

When all the facilities will be equipped, each agent who want to do a specific work,
will have to open it using the enter badge reader at the entry of the desired working
controlled zone. Each type of operation will be characterized by a specific code. This
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code will be typed on the badge reader, and will define the thresholds limits specific
to this operation.

Conclusion.

This paper has tried to descript what is the DOSICARD system. And in which ways it
should be deployed in a Nuclear Studies Center.
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